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Methane

GLOSSARY
Climate Change
The process in which human-produced greenhouse gases trap excess heat in the atmosphere. This
trapped heat causes the Earth’s climate to warm. For this reason, the process is sometimes referred to
as global warming.

Greenhouse gas/gasses
Greenhouse gases are gases that trap heat in earth’s atmosphere by absorbing infrared radiation. The
four main greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and fluorinated gases. The
accumulation of these gases in the atmosphere are the main cause of climate change.

Drawdown
Drawdown is the point in the future when levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere stop climbing
and start to steadily decline. If we are able to drawdown greenhouse gases to the level they were at
before the Industrial Revolution, we have a chance to stop the negative impacts of climate change.

Carbon
Carbon is a chemical element that is one of the building blocks of life. It is present in all living things
on Earth. It’s simple atomic structure allows it to bond in many different ways and with many different
elements. In terms of climate change, carbon can combine with other elements to form greenhouse
gases, such as carbon dioxide or methane.

Carbon dioxide

Photo by Bernard Hermany on Unsplash

Carbon dioxide, or CO2, is a heavy, odorless gas. It is the most
abundant greenhouse gas after water vapor. Carbon dioxide is
produced when we burn fossil fuels, when animals and plants
decompose, and when humans breathe. It is absorbed from the air
by plants as part of the process of photosynthesis.

Emissions
Emission means sending or throwing out. When we use this term in the context of climate change,
we refer to the greenhouse gases that are released when things, such as fossil fuels and biomass
are burned. One of the most common examples is a car burning gas and creating emissions through
exhaust.

Energy
Energy is the ability to do work or create heat. Everything around us has energy, and energy can take
many forms: electrical, thermal, chemical, potential and kinetic. We use energy to cook food, to light
and heat our homes, and our bodies even transfer energy when we kick a soccer ball.

Electricity
Electricity is a form of energy that involves the movement of charged particles. We use electricity to
power things like lights, appliances, and even cars.

Fossil fuels
Fossil fuels are created when plants and animals die, are buried in the earth, and after thousands
of years turn into substances like oil, coal, and methane. When fossil fuels are burned, the chemical
energy inside of them turns into heat. We use this heat to create electricity or create motion, such as
in the engine of a car. Burning fossil fuels also releases carbon dioxide and other air pollutants into
the atmosphere. Fossil fuels are considered a nonrenewable energy source because there is a limited
amount of them.

Renewable energy

Carbon sink
Carbon sinks are natural features, such as forests, wetlands and
oceans. They take carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and
sequester (store) it in their biomass as part of the carbon cycle.
Carbon sinks are important for climate change because they
sequester carbon dioxide so that it does not accumulate in the
atmosphere. Rainforests are an important example of carbon sinks
because as plants grow, they absorb carbon in their roots, trunks,
and branches. When we burn and cut down rainforests, the carbon
dioxide that plants have sequestered is released again into the
atmosphere.
Rainforests are great examples of carbon sinks
because they store carbon as plants grow.
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Methane is a colorless, odorless, flammable gas that is generally released by the decomposition of
organic matter and the process of extracting fossil fuels. For example, cows release methane as part of
their digestion process and trapped pockets of methane can be released when we drill for oil. Methane
is the main component of natural gas. It is a greenhouse gas that can trap 34 times more heat than
carbon dioxide in earth’s atmosphere.

www.enactingclimate.org – Glossary

Energy that comes from relatively unlimited sources such as wind,
geothermal, sun, or tides. Sometimes referred to as “clean” energy.
This type of energy is in contrast to non-renewable energy sources,
such as fossil fuels.

Photo by Dan Meyers on Unsplash

Wind turbines are a good way of harnessing
renewable energy. They turn wind energy
into electricity for people to use.
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What are the benefits of regenerative agriculture?
There are a lot of benefits to regenerative
agriculture! Some benefits are:

Solution #21

regenerative annual cropping
14.5–22.3

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

This solution focuses on keeping soil healthy so that it can hold more
carbon and grow healthy plants.

•

more microbes in the soil

•

roots of plants grow deeper into the soil

•

plants use more nutrients to stay healthy

•

more water is held in the soil

•

plants can become stronger against insects
and other pests

•

the soil becomes healthier for future crops

KEY WORD
microbes

Many people believe that we can’t feed the world without using
chemicals and man-made fertilizers to grow crops. But we can! We are
starting to understand that in order to feed the world, we must start
by feeding the soil we use to grow crops. This is called regenerative
agriculture. Farmers who use regenerative agriculture focus on
increasing the carbon in the soil so crops are healthier and fields grow
more food.

Microbes are small microorganisms, such as bacteria.

Farms that use regenerative agriculture
can see the amount of soil carbon in their
soils rise from 1 or 2 percent to 5 or 8
percent in ten years! These may sound like
small numbers, but it adds up to a lot! With
regenerative agriculture, 25 to 60 more tons
of carbon is stored in the soil for each acre of
land!

What is regenerative agriculture?
Some regenerative agriculture practices include:
•

not digging up and turning the soil each year

•

planting crops that help the soil be healthy in
addition to the crops that we grow for food

•

only feeding crops and soil nutrients that
occur naturally on the farms where those
crops are grown

•

not using fertilizers or pesticides for crops

•

rotating which crops are grown in each field
each year

All together, these methods really help build up
and keep more carbon in the soil.

Learning about regenerative agriculture: This camp
teaches kids how to start their own regenerative gardens.

Teaching regenerative farming practices: These farmers in
India are learning about sustainable farming methods.

KEY WORDS
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fertilizer

pesticides

Fertilizers are chemicals used on farms to help grow more
crops or bigger crops.

Pesticides are chemicals used to kill bugs and other
creatures that eat or destroy crops.
www.enactingclimate.org

Growing cover crops: Sometimes, farmers plant cover
crops to protect their fields after a harvest. This helps hold
the soil together so that it is not ruined in bad weather.
Examples of cover crops include barley, oats or wheat.

Scientists estimate that 50 percent of the
carbon that was trapped in the soil has been
released into the atmosphere over the past
few centuries. Regenerative agriculture helps
solve that problem. Through the techniques
described above, we can store more carbon
in the soil and prevent more warming in
the earth’s atmosphere. This helps both
environmental and human health. In addition,
farmers who use regenerative agriculture can
make more money from their farms because
they can grow healthier crops.

Learning about regenerative agriculture: Northeast Wisconsin Technical College on Flickr
Growing cover crops: NRCS Oregon on Flickr
Teaching regenerative farming practices: Walmart on Flickr
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Solution #22

conservation agriculture
9.43–13.4
GIGATONS
CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Often, farmers till (dig and mix) the soil before they plant in it. When farmers
till, they use a plow to kill weeds and mix in fertilizer (chemicals that help
plants grow). Many farmers believe that tilling helps plants grow better. But,
tilling causes the water from the soil to evaporate(when water turns from
a liquid to vapor). Tilling can cause the carbon that has been sequestered
(trapped) in the soil to enter the air as a greenhouse gas. Tilling also
causes soil to blow or wash away in the wind and rain. When fields are tilled,
they can lose nutrients that are important for keeping plants healthy.

What is conservation agriculture?
Conservation agriculture was developed during the 1970s in Argentina and Brazil. It is a special kind of
farming that does not use tilling. It has three very important elements:

Solution #23

Abandoned Farmland
Restoration
12.5–20.3

1. Decrease soil disruption: Farmers plant right into the soil of their farms without tilling.
2. K
 eep soil covered: After farmers harvest their crops, they cover the soil with parts of the plants that
do not get harvested. Sometimes, farmers plant other crops called cover crops. Cover crops are not
harvested for food. Their purpose is to cover the soil so that it does not get blown away in wind or
washed away by rain.
3. Rotate crops around the farm: Farmers who use conservation agriculture change the crops that
are grown in every field. Why do they do this? Farmers rotate crops so the soil absorbs more nutrients. When the same crops are planted in the same fields year after year, that soil becomes depleted
(lacks nutrients).

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

KEY WORDS
abandoned

Why is it called ‘conservation agriculture’?

Abandoned farmland is land
that was used for farming but
that is not currently being used
for farming.

‘Conserve’ or ‘conservar’ come from a latin word that means “to keep together.” So, conservation
agriculture is a way of farming that keeps the soil together. When soil is kept in the ground and is
treated well, it is easier to grow more food for all the people on
our planet.

ecosystem
An ecosystem is a community
of living organisms (such as
plants, animals, and bacteria)
along with the nonliving parts
of their environments (such as
air, water, sunlight, and soil).

Conservation agriculture also helps
reverse climate change!
Conservation agriculture helps reverse climate change
because it sequesters carbon. This means it absorbs
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and keeps it in the soil.
Conservation agriculture absorbs half a ton of carbon dioxide
per one acre of farmland. That means more than 1,000 lbs of
carbon, or about the same amount of weight as a horse, is
absorbed by land that is a little bit bigger than a football field!
When you consider how much farming goes on around the
world, this amount of carbon really adds up!
Ground cover: University of Georgia College of Agricultural and Environmental
Sciences/Extension on Flickr
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Ground cover: Using organic material to
keep the ground covered between crops is
an important part of conservation agriculture.
www.enactingclimate.org

Sometimes, land that was once used to grow crops is left unused for
many years. This land is considered abandoned farmland.
Around the world, farmers are moving away from land that they once
used to raise animals or grow food. There are many reasons for this:
•

Sometimes farming and grazing can damage lanf and make it
unsable.

•

Sometimes, the weather or the climate changes which can cause
drought or floods and it is not possible for farmers to grow crops.

•

Farmers sometimes stop using land if they don’t have access to
markets to sell what they raise.

•

Farmers also may leave land if they need to migrate (move away
from their land).

•

It may be cheaper for farmers to just leave their land and start
another farm somewhere else.

There are around 1 billion acres of abandoned farmland around the
world. Forests have not been allowed to grow on this land and it
has not been developed for homes and businesses. We could make
abandoned land farmable again. When we do, we can make more
food, help farmers and ecosystems, and reduce the amount of carbon
dioxide in our air.

Growing more food: Restoring old farmland takes
money and work. It is important because we can use
the land to grow more food.

9
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Why is it important to restore old farmland?

Solution #24

Our world population is growing. More people require more food. We can restore old farmland. That
means we use abandoned farmland for farming once again.
By restoring abandoned farmland we can:
•

feed more people

•

protect forests from being destroyed to make
new farmland

•

sequester (trap) more carbon dioxide in the
roots, stems and leaves of plants to reduce
greenhouse gases in the air

When old farmland is left alone, sometimes the
soil erodes. When soil erodes and plants die, they
release greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide,
into the air. If the land is restored for farming, the
plants can once again hold greenhouse gases.
They do this by sequestering carbon.

Electric cars
11.8–15.7

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Farms seqester carbon: Farms can sequester carbon: see
more information about this in solutions 21 and 22.

KEY WORD

erosion

Erosion is when wind, water, or extreme weather slowly
break apart land and rocks and move them away from their
location.

What does farmland restoration look like?
Restoration can mean many things. It might look like:
•

Introducting plants that are native to that area

•

Creating tree plantations

•

Using ‘regenerative,’ or very environmentally friendly, farming techniques

Usually when we think of electric cars (cars that run on electricity),
we think about the future. What many people don’t know is that the
first electric car was created in 1828! However, the batteries, which
power electric cars, were too heavy or not powerful enough to go long
distances. So, gas-powered cars became standard and are still the most
common type of car used today.

Science has come a long way since 1828. We have discovered how to make batteries strong enough to
power electric cars over long distances. As of 2021, there are over TEN MILLION electric cars on roads
around the world!

Do electric cars create emissions?
Compared to gasoline-powered cars, electric cars only create half of
the emissions when they are powered by a city or town’s electric grid.
Why do they still create emissions? Most of the time electric grids
still use fossil fuels to create electricity. If electric cars are charged by
electric grids that rely on solar and wind energy (energy made from
sun and wind), carbon dioxide emissions would drop by 95 percent!

KEY WORD

electric grid
The path for energy to go from
where it is made to your home,
your school, restaurants, and
offices. It is a path connected
to places and buildings all over
cities, towns, and countries.

Why else are electric
cars a great option?

It is important for local governments to start programs that help farmers and landowners pay for
regeneration and restoration. Otherwise, many farmers and landowners won’t be able to pay to restore
their land.

Measuring soil health: Testing and
recording data on soil health can
help to make sure soil stays healthy
and traps carbon.

•

It costs less money to charge electric cars
than to purchase gas for regular cars.

•

Electric cars are cheaper to make and
have less moving parts than regular cars.

•

Electric cars need less maintenance than
regular gasoline powered cars.

•

Electric cars do not use fossil fuels if they
are charged using solar power.

Charging an electric car: Instead of using gasoline, electric
cars recharge just like any electronic device.

Why doesn’t everyone just buy an electric car ?
As of 2021, the average electric car can go 250 miles on a single battery charge. This is enough for
most peoples’ daily drives around town. Unfortunately, not everyone believes that is far enough. The
good news is that batteries are getting better each year.
Electric cars are the cars of the future. How long do you think it will take before electric cars take over
the roads?

Growing more food: Ny Menghor on Unsplash
Farms sequester carbon: Axel Fassio on CIFOR
Measuring soil health: 2016 CIAT on GeorginaSmith
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Charging an electric car: Michael Movchin and Felix Müller on Wikimedia Commons

www.enactingclimate.org
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Solution #25

multistrata agroforestry
11.3–20.4

Multistrata agroforestry is a special way of farming used by people around
the world. It is inspired by forests and their many different layers. This type of
farming combines different trees and crops so that taller trees stand above
GIGATONS
shorter crops. For example, banana trees and pineapple plants. Layering
CO2 EQUIVALENT
the plants in this way helps the plants be stronger and healthier. Multistrata
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)
agroforestry can be used on land that is flat or land that is steep and hilly.
This technique can also provide food, firewood, and many other products for
people. Multistrata agroforestry does not have to take place on huge plots of land. People can use this
technique in their own backyard gardens! For example, some gardeners grow corn, beans and squash
next to each other.

Why is multistrata agroforesty important?
Multistrata agroforestry is important because it
can:
• Prevent floods and erosion (when the land
falls apart). This often happens because not
enough plants are growing in the soil.
• Help the land hold more groundwater.
• Rebuild land and put nutrients back in the soil.
• Support animals by providing habitats and
paths for them to move between different
ecosystems.
• Take carbon out of the atmosphere and store it
in the soil (sequester carbon).

offshore wind turbines
47.2–147
GIGATONS
CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Tropical farm: This tropical farm in Belize has a “food
forest” full of many kinds of fruits, vegetable, nuts, and
spices all growing together.

There are many ways using multistrata agroforestry helps the environment! These farms take out as
much carbon from the air as projects that plant new forest or help repair damaged forest. But they also
produce food and products for people to eat and use.
Multistrata agroforestry also helps farmers by making it possible for them to grow multiple crops in the
same place and choosing crops that are ready at different times. This means that they can continue
to harvest the land all year long! This type of farming can be done on almost any type of land and can
help keep surrounding forests healthy by providing things that people would usually take from those
forests, like firewood.

Why don’t all farmers use multistrata agroforestry?
This type of farming can be expensive because it involves planting so many different types of plants.
Farmers also need to do a lot of work on these farms to keep up with all of the different crops these
farms grow. So, we need to help farmers afford multistrata farms by passing new laws and policies.
Tropical farm: Sarah Manning
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Offshore wind farms can be very effective at using the energy from the
windy ocean to make electricity.
Wind is one of the most important renewable energy sources on the
planet. Wind turbines create electricity from the energy of the wind.
There are two main locations for wind turbines - on land and in the
ocean. When turbines are built in the ocean, they are called offshore
wind turbines. In 2016, almost 30 billion dollars were spent on developing
offshore wind turbines. This was much more money than previous years.
The world continues to spend money in developing technology to collect
wind energy.

How large are offshore wind turbines?
Off the coast of Liverpool, England, there
are 32 wind turbines that are each twice
as tall as the Statue of Liberty! These
turbines are owned by Lego, the toy
maker. Making huge wind turbine farms
takes teamwork! To make the wind farm
possible, Lego worked with a Japanese
company and a Danish company to make
different parts for the turbines. Each of
the 32 turbines near Liverpool generates
8 megawatts of electricity! Together, the
turbines create enough energy for all of
the 466,000 people that live in Liverpool.
13

Turbine next to ship: Offshore wind turbines range from 100 to 300
feet tall. They tower over the nearby ships.
www.enactingclimate.org

Solution #27

Why is offshore wind important?
Offshore wind turbines are becoming more common and less expensive. They are also getting better at
collecting wind energy and turning it into electricity. In many places around the world, electricity from
wind energy costs either the same amount or less than coal-generated electricity. But, unlike coalgenerated power, electricity from wind power does not use fossil fuels or create pollution. However,
many people still don’t want wind turbines near their homes because they don’t like the way the
turbines look or they are worried about the unknown impact of new technology in their communities.

high-performance glass
10–12.63

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

What happens when the wind is not blowing?
Even though wind turbines can make a lot of energy, the wind isn’t always blowing. So, wind energy
must be part of a system.
Other actions we can take to build a green energy system include:
• Convert solar and geothermal energy into electricity
• Build batteries that can store a lot of energy
• Create new systems to help move energy around communities.
Using all of these elements together, we can produce the energy we
need without burning fossil fuels.

Learn more about
Green Energy Systems
Geothermal Power: page 31
Utility Scale & Distributed Solar
are part of the Top 20 Drawdown
Solutions!

Glass windows were once a fancy thing that only wealthy people could
afford. These days, they are installed in most buildings around the
world. Glass windows let light inside rooms and allow us to see outside.
We may think of windows as a barrier between us and the weather
outside, but in reality they can bring some of that weather inside to us.

Learn more about
Insulation

You may have experienced this. Maybe you’ve been near a window
when it’s really cold outside. You might have noticed that you could feel
the cold coming inside. Or, maybe you’ve been near a window on a very
hot and sunny day. You can feel the warmth that the window lets in. This
is because windows are not as well insulated as walls.

Read the Insulation Solution in
the Top 20 Solutions available
at enactingclimate.org

A solution to this problem is high-performance glass. By replacing
regular glass windows with high-performance windows, we can save
energy related to heating and cooling buildings!

What makes high-performance glass different from regular glass?
High performance glass has several different characteristics:
• It has multiple layers of glass.
• It is made from low-emissivity glass. This means
that the glass does not let as much heat, or warmth,
pass through. For example, on a hot, sunny day
low-emissivity glass won’t let as much warmth come
through the glass into the building compared to a
normal window.
• It uses tinted glass. Tinted glass is glass that is
slightly darker so less light and heat pass through.
• It uses ‘vacuum glazing.’ This new technology puts
two pieces of glass together with a space in-between
that does not have any air in it. By sucking out all
of the air but leaving space, windows have more
insulation.

Acting it out: Performing skits is one way to let people know about the benefits of wind power! Here, youth
perform a skit, Wind Turbines are Beautiful from the Enacting Climate activities found at
www.enactingclimate.org.

Acting it out: Isabel Cousins
Turbine next to ship: Deirdre Gautreau on pixy.org
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Different kinds of high-performance glass have been around for some time. Scientists and engineers
around the world have proven that they save energy and can increase the energy efficiency of a
building. The only issue with high-performance glass is that in some places around the world it is
hard to find and it can be expensive. In order to help increase the use of high-performance glass
in buildings, governments need to pass laws to support the price of making and installing highperformance glass.
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Photo by geraldK on pixabay.com

Why are methane digester tanks such a good idea?
If we build many methane digester tanks, we can make a lot of biogas. Biogas is a better energy source
for the environment than fossil fuels because it is renewable. When we burn fossil fuels, like coal and
oil, we release a lot of pollution and greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. These gases can pollute
the air and cause the earth to get warmer. Biogas produces less pollution and greenhouse gas. Some
people even use biogas to run their cars instead of gasoline!

Who is using methane digesters already?
Germany is one of the countries that loves using methane digester tanks. As of 2014, they have almost
8,000 tanks which provide a lot of power for the country! We use these tanks in the United States too.
For example, one wastewater treatment plant in Washington, D.C. uses methane digesters to produce
biogas from sewage.

Small methane digesters

Solution #28

Methane digesters
6.18–9.83
GIGATONS
CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Methane is a greenhouse gas that can trap much more heat than carbon dioxide. We
can contain methane and use it for energy instead.

Farms, factories and even people produce organic waste. Examples
of organic waste are food scraps, tree and plant clippings and other
biodegradable animal and plant waste. It is important to know how to
take care of organic waste. As the waste decomposes (rots away),
it produces a gas called methane. If not controlled, this gas can make
our atmosphere (the air around our planet) hotter. Methane traps 34
times as much heat compared to carbon dioxide over 100 years.

How can we control
methane?
One of the ways we can control the methane that
comes from decomposing organic waste is to put
it in a special tank. This special tank is called a
methane digester and is sealed off from outside air.
Inside of organic waste are microscopic living things,
like bacteria and microbes, that are too small to
see with your eyes. They eat the organic waste and
help decompose it. As microbes eat it, they create
something called biogas. Biogas can be burned
to make energy. Microbes also make digestates.
Digestates are a type of fertilizer that farmers can
use to help plants grow.

16

biodegradable

Many farmers around the world use small methane digester tanks on their farms. They use the
digestates to help their plants grow. Over 100 million people in small towns in China use the biogas
created by methane digester tanks. They use biogas to cook food and light their homes. They also heat
their homes with biogas from methane digesters when it is cold. People have been doing this for a long
time in China. A famous explorer named Marco Polo lived in ancient China 800 years ago. He came
across similar tanks that made gas for cooking.
Biogas is a renewable energy source and provides fuel that produces less pollution than many other
fuels when burned. Burning wood, charcoal or dung (dried animal poop) releases chemicals into the air
that are unhealthy for people to breathe. Many people can use biogas to cook and heat homes instead
of wood, charcoal, or dung. They can also use the digestates to help their gardens grow.

KEY WORDS

When something is biodegradable, it means that it
can be broken down back into natural materials.

decompose
Decomposing is the process of breaking something
down into its fundamental chemical components.

methane
Methane is a greenhouse gas like carbon dioxide.
One way it is created is when cows, and other
animals, eat food, digest it, and then fart. Methane
can trap 34 times more heat than carbon dioxide in
earth’s atmosphere.

How farmers harvest biogas: Step 1 is to gether organic waste. Step 2 is putting that waste into the tank, where the
biogas forms. The biogas flows to the house in step 3, where it can be used for cooking or heating. The leftover digestate
can be used as fertilizer for growing food, shown in step 4.
www.enactingclimate.org
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Photo by Neil Palmer /CIAT via Flickr

Solution #30

Indigenous Peoples’ Forest Tenure
8.7–12.93

Solution #29

Improved Rice Production
9.4–13.82

GIGATONS

Rice is a very important food for many people around the world.
Improving the way rice is grown and harvested can help lower the
emmissions created by rice paddies.

GIGATONS

Rice is one of the main food sources for 3 billion people around the
world. Because we eat so much rice, growing rice creates 10 percent
CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
of all the greenhouse gases released into the air each year by farming
(2020–2050)
and ranching. Rice farming also creates 9 to 19 percent of the methane
released into the air. The reason that rice fields produce so much
methane is that most fields are flooded with water while the rice grows. When dead plant matter
drops into the flooded fields, special microbes that do not need oxygen to live eat the dead plants and
release methane.

How can rice farming be improved?

Farmers can use four methods to produce more rice and also reduce the greenhouse gases created by
rice farming. Scientists found that it is helpful to use a few of these methods at the same time:
• Water Drain the rice fields at least once during the
growing season to let the fields dry out. Dry fields let the
soil get more oxygen and help dead plants decompose
without releasing as much methane. Just draining the
rice field once in the middle of the growing season can
reduce the amount of methane produced by 35 to 70
percent.
• Nutrients: Don’t use too much fertilizer and spread
fertilizer evenly across the rice fields.
• Rice types: Grow types of rice that need less water and
that can be healthy in fields that get drained regularly.
• Soil: Plant rice without digging up the field. This helps
Harvesting rice from a SRI farm: Rice ready
keep carbon trapped in the soil.
to harvest.

What is challenging about improving rice production?
One challenge is that many rice farmers follow the same methods used for generations by their
families and communities. They might be resistant to change how they farm their land. But, by helping
farmers see what is possible and by supporting them with supplies, we can help change the way rice
is produced around the world.

How do indigenous communities manage forests?
About 18 percent of all land in the world is owned and lived on by Indigenous communities. This land
has 1.2 billion acres of forests that hold many different plants and animals. All of these forests together
hold 37.7 billion tons of carbon trapped inside plants and soil. One climate solution is to make sure that
Indigenous communities keep control of this land and take care of even more land. This is called forest
tenure. If these communities increase the amount of land they take care of, they make sure:
• Carbon continues to be trapped in the soil instead of released into the atmosphere
• The land provides healthy habitats for many types of animals
• Their land-based rich cultures and traditions continue

Indigienous people’s forest tenure
benefits the community and the
forest
Indigienous people’s forest tenure allows for communities to:
• Grow their own home gardens
• Manage the way they grow crops and cultivate forests
• Clear land by fire and allow it to regenerate for a few
years to get healthy before planting new crops
• Raise their cattle without clearing land
• Manage fires in the forests
Even though Indigenous communities contribute very little to
climate change, they experience its most negative impacts.
There are a lot of reasons for this. One reason is the ways in
which their lives are connected to the land. Another reason is
the history of colonization and social marginalization. We all
need to recognize the ways in which climate change impacts
Indigienous communities. We also need to learn from their
traditional land-based knowledge and practices.

Indigenous People’s Forest Tenure:
Expression of support for Indigenous
People’s Forest Tenure in Tuba City, Arizona
within the Navajo Nation.

Indigenous People’s Forest Tenure: Beth Osnes

Harvesting rice from a SRI farm: Oxfam GB Asia / Flickr
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REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Forests contain many natural resources that humans use. When
humans take too many resources from forests, they hurt the forests
and everything that lives in it. Indigenous communities have, for a very
long time, done their best to protect forests. They try to stop companies
from removing trees to plant crops, raise animals for food, and drill for
oil. Through forest protection, Indigenous communities help reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

www.enactingclimate.org
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Photo by kazuend on Unsplash

KEY WORDS

What exactly is bamboo?
Bamboo is a grass that can be as strong as concrete. When it is pulled
or bent, it is as strong as steel. In just one growing season, bamboo
grows to its full height! This means that farmers can cut down bamboo
after just one year and use it for pulp to make paper or farmers can let
it grow for up to eight years. After bamboo is cut down, more bamboo
sprouts in its place and grows.
Solution #31

Bamboo sounds important. Should we
plant bamboo everywhere?

Bamboo Production
8.3–21.31

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Bamboo has been used by humans for many years. Growing bamboo
can also help us fight against global warming.
In the Philippines, there is a story about the first man and the first
woman who ever lived. The first man’s name was Malakas, which
means “Strong One.” The first woman was named Maganda, which
means “Beautiful One.” In the story, the first man and the first woman
came from the two halves of a bamboo tree. This story is one of many

No. Just because bamboo can live in many places around the world,
does not mean it should. In areas where bamboo does not grow
naturally, it is known as an invasive species. This means that if people
do not look after it carefully, bamboo can grow out of control and hurt
plants and animals that live in the area. It is important for humans to
manage bamboo after it is planted so that it grows in safe ways that also
help the environment.

pulp
Pulp is made when plants
are cut into small pieces and
mashed together with water.
Water helps the pieces form a
mushy mess called pulp. Many
people use the bamboo pulp to
make paper.

invasive species
An invasive species is a
plant or animal that does not
naturally live in that area.
Sometimes invasive species
multiply and spread out in new
environments where they do
not have natural predators.
The spread of invasive species
can cause harm to local plants
and animals.

in Asia that tells about people coming from bamboo. These stories show how important bamboo is to
people! Bamboo is a plant that humans have grown for more than a thousand different uses. It is used
to build houses, as food, and even for paper.

How is bamboo helpful against global warming?
Bamboo can also be used to help prevent global warming! It does this by taking carbon dioxide
out of the air and storing it in the plant’s stem, leaves, and roots. This is called carbon sequestration.
Bamboo can take carbon dioxide out of the air faster than almost every other plant on Earth! Bamboo
also has a superpower - it can live in many types of soil where other plants can’t survive. It can even
live in soil that does not have many nutrients.

Bamboo Forest: Bamboo grows into thick forests very
quickly. This means we can use a lot of it and regrow it.
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Bamboo furniture: Bamboo can be use for lots of things
because it is very strong. This table and chairs are made
from bamboo.
Bamboo forest: Kayocci on Needpix
Bamboo furniture: Yawrei on Wikimedia commons
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Photo by Joenomias on Pixabay

Photo by pong Koedpoln from PxHere

Solution #32

alternative cement
7.98–16.1

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

KEY WORD

Limestone is a rock!

Cement is used by people for many things, but the process of making
cement releases a lot of greenhouse gas.
Cement is the second most used material in the world. Only water is
used more often. Cement is very strong, which is why it is so useful.
Unfortunately, the process of making cement releases carbon dioxide,
a greenhouse gas that warms our Earth. Traditional cement production
is responsible for 5-6 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions each
year.

How is cement made?
In order to make the most commonly used kind of cement, called
Portland cement, engineers roast limestone and clay together in a
very hot oven. After some time, the mixture separates into two things:
1) the base material engineers use for cement and 2) carbon dioxide.
More than half (60 percent) of the carbon emissions that are connected
to cement come from the roasting process. The best way to lower
greenhouse gas emissions is to change the materials that we use to
make cement.

What materials can be included in cement mixes to
reduce carbon emissions?
Instead of making cement from all types of clay and large chunks of limestone, engineers can use the
following materials:
•

Ash from volcanoes

•

Certain types of clay

•

Limestone powder

•

Powder made from glass bottles

•

Waste products from industrial processes that are
usually thrown away, like the ash from coal-fired
power plants.

Solution #33

Hybrid cars
4.63–7.89

Most people rely on gasoline-powered cars for transport. Hybrid cars can
help us use less gas and create fewer emissions.

GIGATONS

In 2013, 83 million cars were made around the world! 1.3 million of those
cars were hybrid cars. Hybrid cars use less fuel than regular cars to go
the same distance. As a result, they produce less carbon emissions
than regular cars and create less air pollution.

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

What are hybrid cars?
Hybrid cars have special engines that include an electric motor, an electric battery, and a gasoline
engine. Hybrid cars combine the best features of regular fossil fuel-powered engines and electric
batteries. Fossil fuel engines keep constant driving speeds when a car goes fast. They are good for
driving on the highway. Electric-powered batteries are better at driving slower speeds. They can stop
and start again very quickly.

What are the benefits of electric motors?
Electric motors can also:
• keep a car’s air-conditioning running while the
car is stopped at a traffic light without burning
extra fossil fuels;
• collect the energy that a car uses when it stops
with brakes and turn it into electricity to use
later; and
• help gas engines use less fuel so they work
better and can be smaller.

Charging an electric engine: For plug-in hybrids, the
electric engine recharges just like any electronic device.

Why are hybrid cars important?
Volcanic Ash

Clay Cement

If we changed 40 percent of the materials we use to make traditional cement, we could cut almost half
of the emissions we now release into our air during cement production. We need new construction
procedures and standards that support alternative cement and make it more popular.

Hybrid cars are important because they inspire carmakers to think about
how to build environmentally friendly cars that do not burn as much fossil
fuel. But, the real challenge is to build completely electric cars that work
on renewable energy and do not need any fossil fuels. Many companies
are building electric cars now - which is amazing!

Limestone: James St. John on Flickr | Volcanic Ash: NASA Earth Observatory | Cement Mixer & Clay Cement: PxHere

Charging an electric engine: Photo by chuttersnap on Unsplash
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Learn more about
electric cars
Electric Cars: page 11
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Photo by Wing on Wikimedia Commons

Photo by Jed Dela Cruz on Unsplash

Solution #35

Public Transit

Solution #34

7.53–23.4

Carpooling
4.17-7.7

Carpooling is when people give rides to others in order to fill the empty
seats in their cars as they drive to their destination. Sharing rides can
CO2 EQUIVALENT
happen when people are coming from the same place or going to the
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
same place, or when riders want to go somewhere the driver passes
(2020–2050)
on their trip. When people carpool, they can save money by dividing
the cost of the trip with the other passengers. Additionally, there can be less traffic and the amount of
emissions each person uses to travel go down.

GIGATONS

Technology makes carpooling more popular.
1. Smartphones allow people to share where they are
and where they want to go almost instantly.

In the 1970s, the first bus system with special bus lanes separate from
the lanes for cars and trucks was created in Curitiba, Brazil. This type of
CO2 EQUIVALENT
system is called bus rapid transit (BRT). The BRT system has now been
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)
created in more than 200 cities worldwide. BRT systems are smart and
affordable. Because buses have separate lanes, they do not get stuck
in everyday traffic. Also, it costs 50 times less to build bus lanes than
to build train tracks for subway routes. Bus stops in BRT systems are designed like train stations, with
many ways to enter and exit.

GIGATONS

We use a lot of fossil fuel when we drive cars from place to place. Sometimes,
we can share rides with others to save gas.

Here are three reasons why technology has made
carpooling more popular:

We use a lot of fossil fuel when we drive cars from place to place. Using
public transportation can help save gas.

algorithm

KEY WORD

Algorithms are specific instructions that
computers use to solve complicated problems
or run difficult calculations.

2. Algorithms can match people who need rides with people who have cars. Algorithms that run map
programs (like Google Maps) also help drivers find the quickest way to get to their destinations.
3. Online groups help us get to know each other and can help people feel safe sharing a car by
checking on the safety of the car, the passenger, and the driver.

Challenges to carpooling
People do not always want to share cars. When gas is cheap or parking is free, more people decide to
drive alone. Additionally, many people like driving alone because they can go wherever they want and
not share their space with others. However, when driving costs more, people drive together more often.
This happens when gas prices are high or when people have to pay for parking.

Benefits of public transit
• Bus and train stops are usually easy to get to
and cheap to ride.
• Public transit reaches a lot of different places
inside and outside of cities.
• When people decide to take public
transportation, like buses and trains, they help
reduce greenhouse gas emissions because
there are fewer cars on the roads. They also
help reduce air pollution.
• Fewer cars on the roads means there is less
traffic. Less traffic can lead to less accidents.
• People who do not own a car or who cannot
drive are able to travel to their jobs and
activities.

Public bus: Public buses can move lots of people
which reduces traffic and emmissions.

Cities can help decrease greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution by creating public transportation
options. It is important for cities to create clean, affordable and safe public transportation to build a
better life in cities around the world!

When people share rides in cars, even with strangers, we get a small look into a future with fewer cars:
less noise, less traffic, and fewer emissions polluting the air.
24

Public bus: Pieter Benjamin Nijs on Unsplash
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Photo by Matt Donders on Unsplash

Photo by Sean Pollock on Unsplash

Solution #36

Smart thermostats
6.99-7.4

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Many homes have thermostats to control air temperature. Smart
thermostats help us save energy when heating or cooling our homes.
In the United States, 9% of all energy is used for heating and cooling.
Many houses have thermostats. These are tools that set the air
temperature in homes. They automatically turn on the heating or air
conditioning to keep homes cooler in the summer and warmer in the
winter. They are very helpful tools.

Solution #37

Building Automation Systems
6.5–10.48

Many thermostats need to be adjusted (changed) by
hand. This means, someone has to remember to adjust
the temperature so they don’t waste electricity and money
when no one is at home. Sometimes people forget about
this.
Smart thermostats automatically change the thermostat
temperature so people don’t have to. This can help
people use less energy and save money. The first smart
thermostat was made 2011. It was called the Nest. A
group of people who made iPhones decided to make this
thermostat. These engineers wanted to create something
that could help people.

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Smart Thermostat: A smart thermostat learns
how you use energy in your home and can
automatically change the temperature to help you
waste less energy.

What is so ‘smart’ about smart thermostats?
Smart thermostats can connect to your phone so you can adjust the temperature even when you
are not home. This type of thermostat can learn too. Smart thermostats can:

Many large buildings, like these skyscrapers, use building automation
systems in order to conserve energy
Buildings need a lot of energy to power all of the different systems
within them. Energy moves through buildings like blood moves through
our circulatory system. Buildings need energy for heating and cooling
systems, lighting, water heating, elevators, fire alarms, security systems,
appliances, plumbing and much more.

Most large buildings, like the skyscrapers, have computer-based systems that manage the energy
buildings use for all the things listed above. These computer systems are used to make sure everything
operates using as little energy as possible. Buildings that use automated computer systems instead of
humans to control their energy use 10 to 20 percent less energy!
The automated computer system is called a Building Automation System, or BAS, for short. BAS is
basically a building’s brain. A BAS has scanners that work constantly to help the building be as energy
efficient as possible. For example, BAS knows when nobody is in a room and BAS will automatically
turn the lights off to save energy! BAS systems can automatically open and close windows to cool or
warm buildings as needed. New buildings can be built with BAS systems, and old buildings can have
BAS installed.

•

learn how people use energy each day

Benefits of BAS

•

know when you are at home or not at home

Other benefits of having BAS in buildings include:

•

know when electricity prices go up and reduce energy use to help people save money

•

Less energy usage

•

know when local carbon emissions go up and reduce electricity use to create less greenhouse
gas

•

Lower energy bills

•

Less money needed to take care of the building

•

Better air quality and lighting make the building
comfortable for everyone inside

Smart thermostats can teach people how to improve their heating and cooling energy use. They
are very useful!
Smart thermostat: Nest Thermostat
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green buildings

KEY WORD

Green buildings refer to buildings with systems
that are environmentally sustaining and
resource-efficient. This means that they may use
renewable energy sources, such as solar. They
also use resource efficient elements, such as LED
lighting that requires less energy than traditional
incandescent lightbulbs.

If a building is a ‘green building,’ then BAS can make sure that the building uses all of its green features
to be as efficient as possible.
27
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Photo by Antti Leppänen on Wikimedia Commons

Where in the world are DHC
systems?
Copenhagen, Denmark

Solution #38

District heating
5.52–8.75

In district heating systems, underground pipes carry hot and cold water
to buildings in order to control the temperature.

District heating and cooling systems (DHC) are special systems of
pipes under the ground that connect buildings and homes to a central
GIGATONS
power plant. The underground pipes carry hot and/or cold water. When
CO2 EQUIVALENT
someone turns up the heat in their home or building, the central plant
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)
sends warm water to the building which provides heat. Cooling, with
cold water, works the same way.
When the water gets to the building, it’s used to warm up or cool down a heat exchanger. The heat
exchanger then heats or cools water that flows into the building and changes the temperature of the
air. The heat exchanger system is important because it limits the distance that pumps have to move
water and it allows the people living and working in each building to control their own temperature.
When buildings are connected to DHC systems, they don’t need to have air conditioners or heaters.
This is great because individual heating and cooling systems use A LOT more energy than having one
central heating and cooling system. Through just one power source, hot and cold water can be shared
with many buildings through the pipes. So, much less energy is wasted!

Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, is the best
example of DHC systems in the world. Almost all
of the city, 98 percent, is heated and cooled via
DHC systems! Right now Copenhagen uses waste
heat from coal-fired power plants and waste heat
from waste-to-energy power plants to heat water
for DHC. In the next few years Copenhagen will
stop using coal-fired power plant waste heat.
Instead, they will use biomass energy because
Denmark does not want any more coal plants in
their country. Since 2010, Copenhagen has moved
water through pipes installed in the Øresund
Strait (pictured above), which is very cold, to cool
down buildings.

Copenhagen, Denmark

Tokyo, Japan
Tokyo’s DHC system reduces by 50 percent the
carbon dioxide emissions and the energy homes
and buildings use for heating and cooling!

Tokyo, Japan

Why doesn’t everyone use DHC systems?
DHC has proven itself, but in many places around the world it is a new concept. Because it is not the
standard way of heating and cooling, it can cost a lot of money to get started. Additionally, the system
is complicated to set up. It is up to local governments, like your city or county, to take the lead with
DHC systems. Let your local government know that you want DHC systems in your town!

KEY WORDS
Learn more about
related solutions
Waste-to-Energy and
Biomass Power Solutions
are in the 51-82 Solutions
Version coming soon on
www.enactingclimate.org

heat exchanger
A heat exchanger is a system used to transfer heat between two or more fluids.
Heat exchangers are used in both cooling and heating processes.

waste heat

definition from wikipedia

Waste heat is heat that is created when power plants produce electricity. It is
‘waste’ heat because it is usually not used for anything.

biomass energy
Biomass energy is energy that is created from burning plants rather than fossil
fuel.

Copenhagen, Denmark: pxfuel.com
Tokyo, Japan: Photo by Pharaoh_EZYPT on pixabay
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Photo by Margo Brodowicz on StockSnap

Solution #39

Solution #40

efficient aviation
6.27–9.18

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

KEY WORD
aerodynamic
When something is designed to
reduce the amount that air can
slow an object down by pushing
against it. Usually, the smoother,
more curved, or more thin
something is, the easier it moves
through the air.

Geothermal power

Airplanes are a very popular way for people to get around. We can make
airplanes more efficient so they use less fossil fuel.
Airplanes are the most popular way to travel around the world.
Unfortunately, every year airplanes and airplane travel produce 2.5
percent of greenhouse gas emissions. In 2020, about 20,000 airplanes
regularly fly in the sky. By 2040, around 50,000 airplanes will regularly
fly. That is a big increase in flights and will produce a big increase in
greenhouse gas emissions.

How can we design airplanes that
produce fewer emissions?
1. Use new airplanes instead of old airplanes. New airplanes use less
jet fuel.
2. Add aerodynamic wings, better engines, and lighter seats inside of
airplanes. This will help reduce the jet fuel airplanes need to fly.
3. Fly airplanes using methods that use less jet fuel.
Scientists and engineers are working hard to
create new, more fuel-efficient airplanes. They
are focusing on the shape of airplanes to make
them more aerodynamic. Scientists and engineers
are also working to create more sustainable jet
fuel. This is important so airplanes create less
greenhouse gas emissions. One interesting idea is
to use algae for jet fuel!

Airplanes of the future: Efficient airplane designs may look
a bit strange to us, but they are designed to use less fuel than
airplanes we have now.

One last important step is to create tougher laws
and regulations for airplane companies. If we have
strict national rules in the United States and strict
international laws, we could reduce the amount of
emissions created by airplanes and air travel.

Airplanes of the future: Nara & Dvids public domain archive
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6.19–9.85

Geothermal power comes from hot water underground, so geothermal
power plants can create energy in all types of weather conditions.

Energy comes from many different places. Sometimes you can even
find it underground! The heat energy that is trapped under the surface
CO2 EQUIVALENT
of the earth is called geothermal energy. Geothermal means “earth
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
heat.” The amount of heat inside the earth is equal to 100 billion times
(2020–2050)
more energy than people around the world use! We turn geothermal
energy into geothermal power by collecting very hot water from underground caves. We then convert
the water to steam that can turn turbines on the surface of the earth. When the steam moves the
turbines, it creates electricity. This method was first used in Larderello, Italy on July 15, 1904.

GIGATONS

Where can we use geothermal energy?
Geothermal energy is not found everywhere under the earth’s surface. Only 10 percent of the earth
has super-hot water reservoirs that we can access for geothermal power. Luckily, new technologies
can create geothermal energy in places that do not naturally have reservoirs of super-hot water. One
method is to drill into very deep underground caves and fill them with water. The earth’s heat then
makes the water hot. But we have to be careful because if this method is not done carefully, it can
cause mini earthquakes underground.

What are the benefits of geothermal
energy?

Hot water from under the earth’s surface is available no matter
what time of day it is or how hot or cold it is on the earth’s
surface. This means that electricity can almost always be made
from geothermal energy. Geothermal energy creates reliable
and efficient electricity for people to use. Even though drilling
for geothermal energy can be expensive, the geothermal energy
itself is free. The Geothermal Energy Association says that 39
countries in the world could use geothermal energy to create all
of the electricity they need! Currently only 6 to 7 percent of the
world’s geothermal power potential is being used.

Geothermal power plant: The hot water
under ground creates steam that can be
used to generate energy at a power plant
like this one.

Geothermal power plant: rawpixel
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Photo by David Hofmann on Unsplash

Solution #41

forest protection
5.52–8.75

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

KEY WORDS
biodiversity
The variety of living things in
a specific habitat.

carbon sink
Forests, oceans, and other
natural environments that
store carbon by absorbing it
out of the atmosphere.

Some forests on Earth have never ever been cut down. These forests
are called old-growth or virgin forests and they have much larger trees.
The Great Bear Rainforest in British Columbia as well as the Amazon
rainforest and the Congo rainforest are examples of old-growth forests.
These trees provide homes for many different plants and animals,
making these forests some of the most biodiverse places on Earth.
Forests are very strong when many plants and animals live together.
The trees in these forests are also carbon sinks. This means they take
carbon dioxide from the air store and store it in their wood, leaves, and
bark.
In 2015 there were about 3 trillion trees in the world. 3 trillion trees
would cover about the same amount of land as three countries the
same size of the United States. That is a lot of space and a lot of trees!
Unfortunately, 15 billion trees are cut down every year. From the time
humans started farming and developing cities, we have cut down about
half of the Earth’s trees. When we cut down forests, we release the
carbon that was stored in those forests. Deforestation for farming and
the growth of cities makes up 10 to 15 percent of the greenhouse gases
released into the air.

How can we protect forests?
Here are some ways that communities can protect forests:

REcycling
5.5–6.02

Recycled materials such as aluminum can be stored for future use.

Humans produce 10 times more waste (trash) than we did 100 years
ago. That means we are filling 10 garbage bags for every one that our
GIGATONS
great-grandparents filled. Scientists predict that by 2025, humans will
CO2 EQUIVALENT
produce two times more waste than we did in 2020. About half of human
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)
waste comes from homes around the world. Much of that ‘waste’ is
actually not trash. It is paper, plastic, glass, and metal. These things are
all recyclable! That means that the paper, plastic, glass or metal can be made into new items. Often
wealthy countries, like the United States, throw away recyclable items instead of recycling them.

How is recycling good for the environment?
Recycling saves energy and reduces emissions. For example, when we recycle aluminum cans (like
soda cans) we use less energy than when we make aluminum cans from new aluminum that we mined
from the land. The process of creating a can from recycled aluminum uses 95 percent less energy than
making a can from brand new aluminum.

How much do we actually
recycle?

• Create laws that limit how many trees can be cut down.
• Encourage people to buy products that are grown in a
sustainable way so forests are not harmed.
• Create programs for wealthy countries and companies to pay
local communities around the world to save their forests.

You have probably seen garbage trucks carry
waste around. City governments usually handle
waste that comes from our homes. Cities that
do not have a lot of money tend to handle waste
in other ways. The cities that recycle the most
actually recycle about 65 percent of their waste.

Youth create a leaf: Students at Barnard College dressed in green suits form
a leaf in solidarity with the protection of forests.

Positive benefits of protecting our forests
When we protect our forests, we protect the plants and animals that call forests their home. We help
pollinators continue to pollinate local flowers. We help prevent erosion of land so nutrients and carbon
stay in the soil. And we support communities that live near forests make money through ecotourism
when people take vacations to forests to learn about the plants and animals that live there. As you can
see, there are many reasons to protect our forests.
Youth create a leaf: Lianna Nixon
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Even though we transport recycling products with
trucks that use fossil fuels, recycling still saves a
lot of energy. It also saves Earth’s renewable and
nonrenewable resources, like trees for paper or
aluminum for cans. Finally, recycling creates jobs
for people and keeps our Earth clean. Recycling is
so important!
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Recycling Containers: Sometimes recycling is sorted
into seperate bins for each recyclable material. Other
times, recycling is collected in one bin and sorted later at a
recycling facility.

www.enactingclimate.org

Industrial Recycling

Solution #43

Half of the waste the world creates comes from homes. The other half comes from industrial places like
construction sites, mines, restaurants, offices, and schools. These places produce a lot of waste.

Why is recycling important?
Many businesses throw away recyclable things like paper, plastic, glass, and metal. Recycling these
materials saves energy and reduces the amount of emissions released into the air. This is because we
need less energy and produce fewer emissions to build new things out of recycled materials than to
build new things out of materials that we harvest or mine from the land.

How can we recycle more?

Here are some ways that cities we can increase the amount of recycling:
1. Make it free to recycle and compost waste. Charge people money for throwing away trash.
2. Have people pay a little more (a deposit) when they buy certain items, like glass bottles.
Then, give them the deposit back when they return the item so it can be reused or recycled.
3. Paper, plastic, and aluminum companies give money to cities to pay for recycling.
4. Create laws that make companies take their products back after people are done using them.
This will encourage companies to make electronics that last a long time, are easy to fix, and are
recyclable.
5. Help businesses sell reusable and recyclable materials that come from their products and buy
reusable and recyclable materials that they can use when they build new products. For example,
some companies make new shoes out of recycled water bottles.
6. Invent tools to make more things recyclable.

Biogas for cooking
4.65–9.7

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

Farms, factories and even people produce organic waste. Organic
waste is anything that is biodegradable. All animals and plants
create biodegradable waste. As the organic waste decomposes it
produces a gas called methane. If not controlled, this gas can make
our atmosphere (the air around our planet) hotter. Methane traps 34
times as much heat compared to carbon dioxide over 100 years. Which
means, the more methane we have in the atmosphere, the more heat
we have in the atmosphere!

How can we control the methane from our organic waste?
One of the ways we can control the methane that comes from decomposing organic waste is to put it
in a special tank. This special tank is called a methane digester and is sealed off from outside air. By
sealing it off, you create a tank that doesn’t let air in or out. Inside of the organic waste are microscopic
living things, like bacteria and microbes, that are too small to see with your eyes. They are there to
eat the organic waste inside the tank! As the microbes eat it, they create something called biogas.
Because the tank is sealed, the biogas can be collected and burned to make energy!

Community methane digester: This community garden
has a small methane digester that turns local waste into
biogas that people can use. Photo by David Hawgood /
Calthorpe Community Garden

7. Change how businesses deal with their
waste. For example, instead of throwing
away all waste, help companies understand
that some parts of their waste are
recyclable.

Learn more about
methane digesters

What else can we do?
Recycling is just one piece of the puzzle. We
also need to make sure things are made to last
longer and make things in ways that reduce raw
material waste. When we do these things, we
will use less raw materials to make new things.
We will also use less fossil fuel to extract (take
out), transport (move), and process (clean)
the raw materials. As a result, we will release
fewer emissions into the air. When businesses
do all these actions together, they can reduce
the amount of fossil fuel they use to create new
products and help save the environment.

Large Methane Digesters: page 16
Small Methane Digesters: page 17

Who uses biogas?

Promoting recycled paper: Young people can help
promote recycling through creative skits like this one about
recycled toilet paper included in www.enactingclimate.org.

Recycling Containers: Lynn Greyling on publicdomainpictures.net
Promoting recycled paper: Max Boykoff
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Over 100 million people in small towns in China use biogas created by methane digester tanks. They
use biogas to cook food and light their homes. When people use biogas, they help eliminate the
methane released when waste decomposes. Biogas produces very little greenhouse gas. People can
use biogas instead of stoves that burn wood, charcoal, or dung (dried animal poop). These other types
of stoves are not as good for the environment. They can also create smoke that is harmful for people’s
health. Biogas is an important type of fuel because it can save people money and time.

Community methane digester: Photo by David Hawgood on Geograph

www.enactingclimate.org
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Photo by Rhys Moult on Unsplash

• Better engines. Better truck engines can create the
same power with less fuel
• Hybrid trucks. Hybrid trucks have engines that run
on a combination of diesel fuel and electric batteries
• A more aerodynamic shape. When trucks are
more aerodynamic, they have a more round and
smooth shape so air can move over them with less
resistance. This helps them use less fuel. Part of
why trucks use so much fuel and release so many
greenhouse gas emissions is because they are SO
big and bulky!

Solution #44

efficient TRUCKS
Trucks, like the big semi-trucks or tractor trailers you may see on
highways, create a lot of greenhouse gas emissions. Trucks move
different types of goods from factories and ships to stores and
warehouses. Trucks create 6 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions
around the world, and each year they make more emissions.

GIGATONS
CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

KEY WORD

Facts about trucks in the United States

goods

•

Material things, like cars, toys, pencils,
foods, clothing, etc.

Trucks are only 4 percent of vehicles on the road.

•

Trucks drive only 9 percent of the miles driven by all vehicles.

•

Trucks use 25 percent of the fuel used by vehicles each year.
They use 50 billion gallons of diesel fuel each year, enough
fuel to fill over 75,000 olympic-sized swimming pools!

diesel fuel
a fossil fuel energy source used by
trucks, ships, and some cars

hybrid

KEY WORDS

A type of vehicle that has an engine powered
by two things: 1) gasoline or diesel fuel and
2) an electric powered battery.

aerodynamic
When something is designed to reduce the
amount that air can slow an object down by
pushing against it. Usually, the smoother,
more curved, or more thin something is, the
easier it moves through the air.

• Lighter parts. Lighter trucks use less fuel to move
the same distance as heavier trucks.

We move a lot things across the country using trucks. We can make
trucks that emit less greenhouse gasses.

4.61–9.71

Examples of fuel-efficient parts for trucks

• Smoother tires. Tires that roll more smoothly over the ground use less fuel. Currently, truck tires
rub and grip the ground a lot as they roll. As a result of this friction, trucks use more fuel to drive at
highway speeds.
• Automatic engine shutdown. Trucks use less fuel when their engines turn off automatically each
time they stop at a stoplight or stop-sign or if they are sitting in a parking lot.
It costs about $30,000 to change parts in a current truck to make it more fuel-efficient. That’s a lot of
money. Luckily, fuel-efficient trucks save about $30,000 each year on fuel.
Trucks last for a long time. That means there are a lot of trucks driving around now that will continue to
drive for many years to come. Because of this, it is important to change existing trucks to make them
more fuel-efficient. Even small changes can make a huge difference in the amount of fuel a truck uses
every year. Any change that helps reduce greenhouse gas emissions is good when it comes to trucks!

What can we do?
To reduce trucks’ greenhouse gas emissions, they need to
be more fuel-efficient. A fuel-efficient truck is one that uses
less diesel fuel. To create these fuel-efficient trucks, we
have two options:
1. Build new trucks with new fuel-efficient parts
2. Replace the old parts of our current trucks with new
fuel-efficient parts
Trucks carry heavy things: Trucks move lots of large things, such as wood.
this means that they are very heavy, which means they use a lot of fuel.
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Example of aerodynamic trucks
Trucks carry heavy things: Riley Crawford on Unsplash
Example of aerodynamic trucks: TruckPR on Flickr
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Photo by CPL Sam Shepherd/NZ Defence Force

Solution #46

Solution #45

High-efficiency Heat pumps

efficient ocean shipping
4.4–6.3
GIGATONS
CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

KEY WORDS
trade/trading
The buying and selling of
goods.

shipping
The process of moving goods
around the world.

4.16–9.29

Most of the goods traded between countries are sent on the ocean.
We can reduce the emmissions from these ships.
More than 80 percent of goods that are traded between countries
are moved through the world’s oceans by very large ships. In 2015
these ships carried 10 billion tons of goods, like toys, shoes, and food,
to people who needed them all over the world. 10 billion tons is equal
to the weight of almost 400,000 elephants! Can you imagine that?!
Right now ocean shipping relies on energy from fossil fuels, thus
creating 3 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions on our Earth.
In only 30 years the greenhouse gas emissions created by ocean
shipping could be 50 to 250 percent higher! It is important to make
ocean shipping more energy efficient (use less fossil fuel) to reduce
ocean shippings’ greenhouse gas emissions. In order for ships to
become more energy efficient, we need to change the way ships are
made and the technology they use.

How can we make ocean shipping more energy efficient?
•

Add ducktails to the back of ships. Ducktails are flat parts on the back of the boat that help ships
move through the water more easily and use less fuel.

•

Pump air around the bottom of the ship’s hull. Little air bubbles make it easier for the ship to
move through the water and use less fuel.

•

Make the hull smoother. A smooth hull can more easily move through the water.

•

Clean ship propellers. Some ships have very large propellers and things get caught (stuck) in
them. When this happens, ships move more slowly and they use more fuel to spin the propellers
enough for the big ship to move.

•

Drive ships at slower speeds. This simple solution will save fuel in the long run and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
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GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

This air source heat pump is a very efficient electric home heater.
Buildings all around the world, like skyscrapers and schools, use about
32 percent of the world’s energy. About one third of this energy is used
only for heating and cooling the inside of buildings. If people used more
efficient technologies, we could decrease our total energy use by 30 to
40 percent. That is a lot of saved energy!

What are heat pumps?
Heat pumps are one technology that helps buildings
use less energy. Heat pumps use the same methods as
refrigerators to change the temperature inside a space,
but they can make places warmer or cooler instead of
just cooler. In the winter, heat pumps pull heat into the
building from outside. In the summer, heat pumps push
heat from inside the building to the outside. The heat can
be taken from or sent into the ground, air or even water
found outside of the building.

Why doesn’t everyone use heat
pumps?

Efficient heat pump: This heat pump is very

Heat pumps currently have a few challenges. First, heat
efficient and can help homes save energy.
pumps are still expensive. Second, they work better in
some places in the world and not as well in others depending on how hot and cold a place usually is.
Nevertheless, heat pumps have several advantages. They are easy to use and they are already used in
cities and towns around the world. A heat pump can help buildings heat and cool their air and water. If
people use heat pumps in energy efficient buildings that use renewable energy for power, heat pumps
can help reduce almost all emissions made from heating and cooling the building!
Efficient heat pumps: David Dodge on GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Photo by Noya Fields on Flickr

Solution #47

Perennial Biomass Production
4–7.04

Plants live in all parts of the world and people use them for many
different things. People eat plants and they also use them to make
energy. For example, people burn plants to create heat or even
GIGATONS
electricity. We also put plants into methane digesters, where small
CO2 EQUIVALENT
living organisms eat the plants in a sealed tank. As the organisms eat
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)
the plants, they produce methane gas. Plants can even be used to
create fuel for cars! These fuels are ethanol, biodiesel or hydrogenated
vegetable oil. Maybe you have noticed that the gas your family fills the car with has some of these
fuels. About 3 percent of the fuel used by cars and trucks is made from plants. About 2 percent of the
energy used to create electricity comes from plants.

Annual plants for biomass

biomass

KEY WORD

Which plants we use for energy and when we use them makes a
Biomass is material harvested from
huge difference. Annual plants grow for only one season and then
plants. It can either be taken from
die. They do not leave roots behind to grow the next year. Annual
dead plants or from plants that are
plants, like corn, can be used for fuels like ethanol, but because
still growing.
they are annual plants, they need a lot of energy to grow. All of
the energy used to grow the corn produces more emissions than are saved when using plant-based
ethanol!

Perennial plants: A better option for biomass
Perennial plants regrow every growing season. Sometimes they lose their leaves or go dormant in
the winter, but they can live for many years. Switchgrass, fountain grass, silver grass and willow are
some of the many perennial plants that we use for biofuel. Compared to corn, growing and harvesting
perennial plants can reduce emissions by 85 percent. That is a lot of carbon that we are keeping out
of the atmosphere! On top of that, perennial plants trap carbon in the soil. This is known as carbon
sequestering.
Perennial plants are also a better option than annual
plants for biomass because they grow in many more
places. Perennial plants can grow in unhealthy land
and they can even help prevent soil erosion! Perennial
plants also produce a more consistent amount of crops
each year that we can harvest for energy. One of the
big differences between perennial and annual crops
is that insects and small animals do not generally eat
perennial plants so humans can use less pesticides
to keep the plants alive! Perennials are also great
because they encourage biodiversity and create food
and homes for pollinators, like bees and butterflies!
Silver grass: A perennial plant used for biofuel and
carbon sequestering
Silver grass: manseok_Kim on Pixaby
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Solution #48

Solar hot water
4.61–9.71

The energy created by these solar panels is used to heat up water in this
home.

There are many reasons that we heat water. For example, we heat water
to take showers, to do laundry, and to wash dishes. The process of
CO2 EQUIVALENT
heating water makes up 25 percent of the energy used in homes around
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
the world. In commercial buildings, like offices, the process of heating
(2020–2050)
water uses 12 percent of the energy used by buildings.
One way to use less energy to heat water is to warm water with the sun! This is called solar water
heating. We can save 50 to 70 percent of the fuel that we use to warm water with this method.

GIGATONS

When was solar water heating invented?
Solar water heating is not a new idea. A long time ago, people did
not have electricity, so they used the sun to warm water. During
the early parts of the 20th century solar water heating became
a popular way to warm water again in sunny, warm places like
California and Florida. It did not become super popular because at
the same time, energy was very, very cheap.

mandate

KEY WORD

A mandate is an order, usually made
by a court or government, to make
sure that something happens.

Today, people around the world use solar water
heating technology! Why is it so popular? Solar
water heating is a very effective way to heat
water. It uses the warmth and energy from the
sun that shines on us everyday and we save a lot
of fossil fuel. Solar water heating is also pretty
cheap.
Two places in particular, Cyprus and Israel,
have mandated the use of solar water heating.
Because of the mandates, 90 percent of homes
in Cyprus and Israel use this technology to warm
their water. It is important to have government
support for solar water heating.

Homes equipped with solar water heating systems: The
solar panels on the roofs of these houses heat up the water
the resdients use

Homes equipped with solar water heating systems: Vmenkov on Wikimedia Commons
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Solution #50

Solution #49

System of Rice Intensification

Grassland protection
3.35–4.25

GIGATONS

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

3.35–4.25

Grasslands can be found on every continent in the world except
Antarctica. Grasslands are large areas of land filled with grass.
Grasslands also include rangeland, shrubland, and savanas.

GIGATONS

Today, people use much of the world’s grasslands for agriculture and
animal grazing: 25 percent are used for farming and 75 percent for
animal grazing.

Why is protecting grasslands important?
Grasslands are a very large, natural carbon sink. They hold 20 percent of our world’s carbon in the
soil, grasses, and other small plants (like shrubs). When these lands are disturbed by farming and by
overgrazing, that carbon can be released into the air. That release results in a large amount of carbon
dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions.

CO2 EQUIVALENT
REDUCED / SEQUESTERED
(2020–2050)

KEY WORD
microbes
Microbes are small, tiny life
forms. Methane-making
microbes go through a process
called methanogenesis that
makes methane.

Rice is the main food for 3 billion people on Earth and supplies onefifth of all calories consumed in the world! The process of growing rice
creates at least 10 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions that come
from farming globally. Rice farming also creates 9 to 19 percent of the
global methane emissions. Rice farming is responsible for so much
methane because of the environment rice needs to grow.

Negative effects of flooded rice paddies
Do you see that the fields here have a lot of water over them? They look
almost as if they have been flooded. They are! Rice paddies, which are
what rice farming fields are called, are often flooded in order to reduce
the growth of weeds. These flooded paddies are the ideal place for
methane-making microbes (very small organisms that make methane)
that eat decomposing organic matter. The methane these microbes
produce is released into the air as a greenhouse gas.

A more sustainable way to farm rice
A more sustainable and productive way to farm rice is called the ‘System of Rice Intensification,’ or
SRI for short. It was created on the small island nation of Madagascar during the 1980s. SRI includes 3
things:

Bison in a grassland: Grazing animals
like bison are important for grasslands
as long as they can move freely to not
overgraze a single area.

1. Planting single rice seeds apart from one another, rather than in groups or bunched closely together.
2. Watering the rice paddies when they need water, instead of keeping the fields flooded all the time.
This includes allowing the fields to dry when it doesn’t rain.
3. Taking care of the land by removing weeds, stirring the soil to allow air into it, and applying
compost to the soil.
This way of rice farming is better for the soil and for the roots of the rice plants. SRI also lowers the
resources needed to farm. SRI increases the amount of rice that can be harvested. Currently, this
process is used by 4 to 5 million rice farmers around the world!

How can we protect grasslands?
Governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) already work to protect grasslands around
the world. They should continue this important work. In the United States, the federal government has
marked most of the grasslands as United States National Grassland. This means this land is protected
from being developed into houses or overgrazed and farmed.
Protecting grasslands keeps carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and carbon dioxide in the soil
and plants. If we can protect about 75 percent of grasslands around the world, we will prevent large
amounts of carbon dioxide from being released into the atmosphere. We could keep as much as 124.9
gigatons of carbon in grassland carbon sinks. That is about the weight of 31 billion average-sized male
African elephants!
Bison in a grassland: Nick Dunlap on Unsplash
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Benefits of the SRI method:
There are many benefits of using the SRI method to farm rice:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increases the amount of rice farmers can harvest by 50 to 100
percent
Uses 80 to 90 percent fewer rice seeds
Saves 25 to 50 percent more water than traditional rice farming
Farmers make double (2 times) the money they made with
traditional rice farming
Methane emissions drop
More carbon is held by the soil

Harvesting Rice: Rice is sometimes grown
in paddies, which are flooded fields.

Harvesting Rice: Sebastien Larouche on Flickr
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Adaptation and Editing by Graduate Interns

Credits
A dedicated team through Inside the Greenhouse at the University of Colorado adapted the Project
Drawdown solutions to a 5th-grade reading level and translated the top solutions into Spanish. We
acknowledge the contributions of the 2019 CU Creative Climate Communication students who helped
begin this adaptation work. We also thank the students and teachers of the 5th grade classes of
University Hill Elementary School (a dual-immersion Spanish-English school in Boulder, Colorado)
who shared their feedback early on in this process with our CU students. We also thank the 4th/5th
grade teachers at Stober Elementary School in Lakewood, Colorado who contributed to this work
early on. The creation of this work “Enacting Climate” was supported by Open CU Boulder 2021-2022,
a grant funded by the Colorado Department of Higher Education with additional support from the
CU Office of the President, CU Office of Academic Affairs, CU Boulder Office of the Provost, and CU
Boulder University Libraries. Development of Enacting Climate was also supported by the CU Office of
Outreach and Engagement and Inside the Greenhouse.

Co-Leads for the Project
Patrick Chandler is a PhD candidate in Environmental Studies at the
University of Colorado, Boulder who has fifteen years’ experience working in
and developing environmental education, stewardship, and science programs.
His current focus is the co-creation of guidelines to help bring together
partners from multiple fields to work together on projects for a sustainable
future, including working with artists and arts organizations to catalyze
collective action on social and environmental issues.

Caitlin G McC Fine is a PhD candidate in the Equity, Bilingualism and
Biliteracy program at the School of Education. A former elementary bilingual
science teacher, she is dedicated to working with practitioners and students
at the intersection of bi/multilingual education, science education, formative
assessment, and teacher education. She uses participatory design-based
research to put theory to work by collaboratively imagining, building, testing,
reflecting upon and refining tools and routines to support translanguaging
pedagogies in science classrooms. Additionally, she is interested in the ways
in which co-design work focused on equitable language pedagogies supports
shifts in teachers’ language ideologies and the ways in which they interpret
students’ ideas.

Graphic Design & Web Development

Beth Osnes PhD, is an Associate Professor of Theatre at the University of
Colorado Boulder, and is an associate of the Environmental Studies faculty.
She is passionate about using performance as a tool for women and youth
to author an equitable, survivable and thrive-able future for all life and the
ecosystems upon which all life depends. She is co-founder and co-director
of Inside the Greenhouse, an endowed initiative on the CU campus to
inspire creative communication on climate (www.insidethegreenhouse.net).
She toured her original musical Shine to select cities that were part of the
Rockefeller Foundation 100 Resilient Cities Initiative to engage youth voices in
resilience planning. Her most recent book Performance for Resilience: Engaging Youth on Energy and
Climate through Music, Movement, and Theatre (Palgrave 2017) shares an account of each location
reached and the lessons learned. She is co-founder of SPEAK.WORLD, an approach towards vocal
empowerment for young omen for increased self-advocacy and civic participation that has been
implemented in Guatemala, Tanzania, Egypt, and the USA.
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Daniel Garzón is a fourth-year doctoral candidate in the Equity, Bilingualism,
and Biliteracy program in the School of Education at the University of
Colorado Boulder. He was previously a Spanish teacher for the elementary
level grades in the Washington, D.C. area. His research interests include
racial/linguistic identity development, sociolinguistics, and educational
linguistics. He is interested in expanding multilingual education and the use
of culturally sustaining pedagogies for diverse communities.

www.enactingclimate.org

Sarah Manning is a designer and multimedia artist born in California who
is currently based in Colorado. She recently graduated from the University
of Colorado Boulder with a B.S. in Creative Technology and Design,
Cum Laude. Her work combines art, design, and technology in both the
analog and digital worlds. She is passionate about subjects that combines
design with sustainability, especially in areas of modern consumerism and
electronic waste.

Spanish Translation
(along with Daniel Garzón, described above)
Saúl Blanco is a freelance architect from Cali, Colombia. He received his
bachelors from the Universidad del Valle, and has worked with architecture
firms internationally. His interests include sustainability, eco-friendly
development, locally sourced materials, and climate/environmental education.
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Adaptation and Editing by Undergraduate Interns
Izzy Sofio graduated from the University of Colorado at Boulder in May
2020 with a B.A. in Environmental Studies, Magna Cum Laude, a minor in
Creative Writing, and with a certificate from the Eco-social Justice Leadership
Program. She was so happy to be a part of the awesome team that worked
so hard in creating the Project Drawdown Adaptations. She looks forward to
students and educators using these solutions and hopes it inspires change in
all who get to learn and work from it!

Erzebet Kalwaitis is a recent graduate from the University of Colorado
Boulder majoring in Environmental Studies and Geography.

Youth Peer-Review
5th Grade Peer reviewers of these adapted climate solutions include Jaden Chang, Luna Fierer, Niko
Striphas, Simone Tewksbury, Darya Yazdı, and Osel Yeh, who are all living, learning, and acting up
on climate in Boulder, Colorado. Many thanks to each of them and to Phaedra Pezzullo--Niko’s ma,
CU professor, and Inside the Greenhouse co-director—who facilitated this weekly group.

Jaden
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Darya

Osel

Phaedra

Cartoon portraits by Melisande Osnes
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